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Mira Mihelic, as she tells her younger readers on the finish of this book, was once born in Split,
in Croatia, yet stated by Come My Gentle Ariel way of her Slovene grandmother in her father's
outdated domestic in "Zabukovje" (the mining city of Trbovlje). this is often the atmosphere
Come My Gentle Ariel of "Come, Come My Gentle Ariel My light Ariel" with its many references
to the writer's personal childhood; the dreamy, emotional, impulsive and inventive younger lady
of the book, a brand new form of personality in Slovene kid's literature whilst the tale first
seemed in print in 1965 is obviously according to the author herself. The kid's model of
Shakespeare's "Tempest" was once wear in Trbovlje in 1920. again in Ljubljana, the place she
had accomplished her education, Mira Mihelic entire her first novel prior to battle broke out in
1941 and after the battle whereas mentioning her youngsters - and after - she released a
number of extra novels, so much facing Slovene lifestyles and history, a really monstrous
variety of translations (including for instance, the entire significant novels of Dickens) and a
number of tales for kids in addition to many winning plays. From the nineteen-sixties onwards
she used to be lively within the Slovene writer's society, aiding to re-found the Slovene PEN
membership and to organise the massive overseas PEN Congress in Slovenia in 1965. This
helped to make her a well known determine in foreign writing circles as she performed her half
in congress round the globe. cherished and revered everywhere in the writer's world, Mira
Come My Gentle Ariel Mihelic, a global vice-president of PEN Club, died in 1985. Her
autobiography, "Ure mojih dni" (The Hours of my Days) supplies a whole and readable account
of a writer's eventful life. "Come, My mild Ariel", with its tale of a tender lady responding to
challenges, provides a few effect of ways that writer's existence began.
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